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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of superconductivity at 30 K in the
LaBaCuO ceramics by Bednorz and Müller (1986)
opened the era of high-Tc superconductivity, changing
the history of a phenomenon that had before been con-
fined to very low temperatures[until 1986themaximum

valueof Tc waslimited to the23.2K observed in Nb3Ge
(Gavaler, 1973; Testardi et al., 1974)]. This unexpected
result prompted intense activity in the field of ceramic
oxides and has led to the synthesis of compounds with
increasingly higher Tc , all characterized by a layered

crystal structurewith oneor moreCuO2 planesper unit
cell, and a quasi-two-dimensional (2D) electronic struc-

ture. By 1987, a Tc of approximately 90 K (i.e., higher
than the boiling point of liquid nitrogen at 77 K) was
already observed in YBa2Cu3O7 (Wu et al., 1987).
The record Tc of 133.5K (at atmospheric pressure) was

later obtained in the trilayer system HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8 x

(Schilling et al., 1993).
Onemay wonder whether the impact of thediscovery

by Bednorz and Müller (1986) would have been some-
what overlooked if MgB2, with its recently ascertained

39K Tc , had already been discovered [Nagamatsu et al.
(2001); for areview seeDay (2001)]. However, indepen-
dent of thevaluesof Tc theobservation of superconduc-
tivity in theceramic copper oxideswasin itself an unex-
pected and surprising result. In fact, ceramic materials
are typically insulators, and this is also the case for the
undoped copper oxides. However, when doped thelatter
can become poor metals in the normal state and high-
temperature superconductors upon reducing the tem-
perature (see in Fig. 1 the phenomenological phase dia-
gram of electron- and hole-doped high-temperature
superconductors, here represented by Nd2 xCexCuO4

and La2 xSrxCuO4, respectively). In addition, the de-
tailed investigation of their phase diagram revealed that
themacroscopicpropertiesof thecopper oxidesarepro-
foundly influenced by strong electron-electron correla-
tions (i.e., large Coulomb repulsion U). Naively, this is
not expected to favor theemergence of superconductiv-
ity, for which electronsmust be bound together to form
Cooper pairs. Even though the approximate T2 depen-
dence of the resistivity observed in the overdoped me-
tallic regime wastaken asevidence for Fermi-liquid be-
havior, the applicability of Fermi-liquid theory (which
describeselectronicexcitationsin termsof an interacting

gasof renormalized quasiparticles; see Sec. II.C) to the

‘‘normal’’ metallic state of high-temperature supercon-

ductorsisquestionable, becausemany propertiesdo not

follow canonical Fermi-liquid behavior (Orenstein and

Millis, 2000). This breakdown of Fermi-liquid theory

and of thesingle-particlepicturebecomesmost dramatic

upon approaching the undoped line of the phase dia-

gram(x 0 in Fig. 1), whereonefindstheantiferromag-

netic Mott insulator (see Sec. III). On top of this com-

plexity, it has long been recognized that also the

interplay between electronic and lattice degreesof free-

dom aswell asthe tendencies towardsphase separation

are strong in these componds (Sigmund and Müller,

1993; Müller, 2000).

The cuprate high-temperature superconductors have

attracted great interest not only for theobviousapplica-

tion potential related to their high Tc , but also for their

scientific significance. Thisstemsfrom the fact that they

highlight a major intellectual crisis in the quantum

theory of solids, which, in theformof one-electron band

theory, hasbeen very successful in describing good met-

als(likeCu) but hasproven inadequate for strongly cor-

related electron systems. In turn, the Bardeen-Cooper-

Schrieffer (BCS) theory (Bardeen et al., 1957; see also

Schrieffer, 1964), which wasdeveloped for Fermi-liquid-

likemetalsand hasbeen so successful in describing con-

ventional superconductors, does not seem to have the

appropriate foundation for the description of high-Tc

superconductivity. In order to address the scope of the

current approach in the quantum theory of solids and

the validity of the proposed alternative models, a de-

tailed comparison with thoseexperimentsthat probethe

electronic properties and the nature of the elementary
excitations is required.

In this context, angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) plays a major role because it is the
most direct method of studying the electronic structure
of solids (see Sec. II). Its large impact on the develop-
ment of many-body theoriesstemsfromthefact that this
technique provides information on the single-particle
Green’sfunction, which canbecalculated startingfroma

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of n- and p-type superconductors,

showing superconductivity (SC), antiferromagnetic (AF),

pseudogap, and normal-metal regions.
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Epigraphs

Make things as simple as possible but not simpler (A. Einstein)

(Nobel lecture)



Cuprates are complicated
Apical oxygen?

Interlayer hopping?

…

Phonons?

(Bi)polarons?

Anharmonicities?

…

Spin fluctuations as glue?

Charge density waves?

…

Hypothesis: Basic physics can be described

within a single-band Hubbard model

Very nontrivial and we still do not know

whether this is true or not



Mapping of  electronic structure

LDA electronic structure of  YBCO

Minimal single-band model

This band is of  quite complicated orbitals,

p-d hybridization is inside them 



Mapping of  electronic structure II

t-t’ Hubbard model 

Empirically: t’ is

useful for high Tc

Existing theories mostly ignores this

(How accurate is the mapping? How

adequate  is the model? Etc. etc.)



Weak-coupling regime: Van Hove 

scenario
Coincidence of  saddle points with Fermi energy

in 2D results in inapplicability of  Fermi liquid theory

due to divergences of  vertex parts

(I. E. Dzialoshinskii 1987)   

Parquet approximation should be valid

for small enough dimensionless coupling

constant and predicts existence of  SC dome;

the role of  t’ is crucial (without it one has exact

mesting and totally different divergences



Weak-coupling regime: Van Hove 

scenario II
Not a theory for just one point: flat band formation and pinning of  VHS

to the Fermi energy

Due to huge quasiparticle damping

Pinning of  the chemical potential to VHS



Strong and moderate coupling:

Cluster DMFT approach
LSCO parameter

Coexistence of  superconducting

(F) and AFM (M) ordering but

AFM can be short-range



Cluster DMFT approach II



Local plaquette physics
Huge number of  calculations, two versions: DCA (M. Jarrell) with coarse-graining

in k-space and cluster DMFT in real space 

Can we separate some most important specific features?

Probably, yes! – Accidental (?) degeneracy of  plaquette ground states

M. Harland, MIK, A. Lichtenstein, Phys. Rev. B 94, 125133 (2016)

Start with isolated plaquette



Local plaquette physics II
Plaquette in the bath (hybridization V as parameter)

Observation: when considering singlet ground state with bath, doubles

sit on bath sites, effectively we have something like Gutzwiller projector

despite U is not very large



Local plaquette physics III
Lehmann representation for single-particle Green function 

If  we have degeneracy of  ground states with N and N ± 1 particles we have

a pole  of  Green function near zero frequency (cf. with phenomenology of  soft

“hidden fermion” by Imada et al, e.g. PRB 82, 134505 (2010)). 

When we have lattice of  resonances we have pseudogap instead of  peaks,

cf Anderson (or Kondo) lattices

Avoided level crossing between

dispersion and dispersionless

states result in (pseudo)gap

formation



Local plaquette physics IV
Pseudogap formation at low 

temperatures 

when degenerate plaquette is put into 

environment

Line (blue) of  six-fold degeneracy

of  the ground state

Malte Harland, PhD thesis, 2016



Quadruple Bethe lattice as exactly 

solvable model of  d-wave SC
M. Harland et al, PRB 101, 045119 (2020)



Quadruple Bethe lattice as exactly 

solvable model of  d-wave SC II

Self-consistency condition

Nambu Green’s

function, two

sublattices A and B

to allow AFM



Quadruple Bethe lattice as exactly 

solvable model of  d-wave SC III

Pair susceptibility for isolated

plaquette

Optimal chemical potential

for d-wave SC, at U = Uc

Optimal U for optimal doping and

d-wave SC order parameter 



Quadruple Bethe lattice as exactly 

solvable model of  d-wave SC IV
Very rich phase diagram with different types of  ordering including

spin-triplet superconductivity



Quadruple Bethe lattice as exactly 

solvable model of  d-wave SC IV



Effective Josephson parameters and

superfluid density
M. Harland et al, PRB 100, 024520 (2019)

Borrowed from magnetism: mapping to effective Heisenberg model via

small rotations of  spins (‘magnetic force theorem’); applicable when

local moments are well defined

(Lichtenstein, MIK, Gubanov 1984;1985; Lichtenstein, MIK, Antropov,Gubanov,

1987; MIK & Lichtenstein, 2000)

Change of  local phases in the plaquette



Effective Josephson parameters and

superfluid density II
Luttinger-Ward functional Variation according to local force theorem

(Lichtenstein & MIK PRB 2000)

Mapping to Josephson lattice Hamiltonian

Superfluid density



Effective Josephson parameters and

superfluid density III
YBCO



Exact diagonalization for 4 by 4 cluster
A. Bagrov et al, Sci. Rep. (2020) 10:20470

Mutual entropy and information properties of  the ground state

Clustering 

Disparity

Density

Pearson correlations… etc.



Exact diagonalization for 4 by 4 cluster II



Exact diagonalization for 4 by 4 cluster III

Quantum critical point associated to degeneracy can be estimated from

quantum information characteristics (as cusp)



Exact diagonalization for 4 by 4 cluster IV
M. Danilov et al, npj Quant. Mater. (2022) 7:50

Probably the most important result: existence of  hole-hole pairs far above Tc

And this is crucially dependent on t’ and U; infinite-U limit (t-J model)

is very different

t = 1, that is,

0.35 eV

Enormous binding

energy of  two holes

at optimal U



Exact diagonalization for 4 by 4 cluster V
M. Danilov et al, npj Quant. Mater. (2022) 7:50

The crucial role of  t’ in the change of  character of  magnetic correlations

The sign of  t’ is crucially important



Exact diagonalization for 4 by 4 cluster VI
M. Danilov et al, npj Quant. Mater. (2022) 7:50

4 by 4 is a minimal size of  cluster to catch the effect (as one can see

from spatial distribution of  the two-hole wave function)

What happens in 2 by 2 cluster? 

Order of  magnitude smaller binding energy



Beyond CDMFT: Dual fermions
M. Danilov et al, npj Quant. Mater. (2022) 7:50

Change of  variables in path integral, DMFT is zeroth-order approximation

in new variables (Rubtsov, MIK, Lichtenstein 2008)

Pseudogap formation (2nd order perturbative DF)



Conclusions

 Plaquette CDMFT give a simple strong-coupling 
theory of  d-wave superconductivity

 Degenerate plaquette ground state for x=25% 
explain main instabilities of d-wave type

 t’ is crucially important but only in the context of

accidental degeneracy, that is, for moderate U
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